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Why is there the Different Relationship between Robots with Japanese and 

with Western? 
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1. Introduction 

     There is a big difference between the expression of Robot in Japan and in America.  

In Japanese representations, such as manga, movies, animations or performances, robots are 

regarded as like friends of human.  Humans and robots live together, support each other and 

sometimes fight against enemies together.  The association between robots and Japanese is 

long.  It started with Astroboy on manga on 1951.  It became popular and was accepted 

among the all Japanese.  In manga and animation, Astroboy fights for humans.  In contrast, 

in Western representations, robots are regarded as dangerous elements.  Robots tend to 

protest humans.  This relationship between robots and Americans is also long.  It started 

with the robot in the Czech play; “R.U.R” in 1920.  The robots in “R.U.R” rise up and 

finally kill their master.  Why is there the difference?  How could two cultures come to 

such fundamentally divergent expression?  This essay attempts to show the reason why 

there is the different relationship between robots with Japanese and with Western. 

 

2. The difference on the Representation 

2.1 Japan 

2.1.1 Manga and Animation 

     Early Japanese famous manga and animation represented robots as a fellow of humans, 

which have probably affected the later creators and implanted the thought that robots are 

humans’ partners in Japan.  The first robot that appeared in manga was “Astroboy” 

(Tetsuwan Atom) which was created by Osamu Tezuka in 1951.  Astroboy protects humans 

from enemies.  Another famous robot character is “Tetsujin 28-go” which was created by 

Shotaro Ishinomori in 1956.  A boy, the main character, controls a giant robot named 
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Tetsujin 28-go and fights against enemies.  In both manga, robots fight for humans.  

Moreover, Doraemon, a robot that appeared in manga in 1969 is one of the famous Japanese 

characters in the world.  He lives with a human family and his family and friends often treat 

him as a human being.  He eats the same meals with his human family, and his favorite food 

is Dorayaki, a Japanese sweet that is his fuel instead of oil like the energy of other machine.  

Many Japanese characters that have good relation with humans became popular among the 

Japanese. 

 

2.1.2 Karakuri Ningyo 

     Before the appearance of robot manga, the soil to accept robots was made by Japanese 

traditional dolls, Karakuri Ningyo.  Umezawa (2010) mentioned that the Japanese have 

already shown a clear affinity for robots since the 17th century.  Karakuri ningyo, 

mechanized dolls, had been used in theatre since the 17th century in Japan. They could carry a 

cup of tea and write the letter.  They enjoyed tremendous popularity. 	 The Japanese had 

already enjoyed the performance of robots. 

 

2.2 In the West 

2.2.1 The First Representation Robot Appeared 

     Robot was born as an entity that rebels against human in the west, which later affected 

its creators and western people.  Robots in the representations in the West tend to protest 

humans, such as Sonny in “I, Robot” and HAL9000 in “2001: A Space Odyssey”.  

Meanwhile, the word “robot” used for the first time was in the Czech play “R.U.R.” written 

by Karel Capek in 1920.  Robot comes from the Czech word “robota” meaning ‘drudgery’ 

or ‘servitude as been shown (Lee McCauley, 2007).  In the story, the robots eventually rise 

up and kill their human masters.  From the first place, “robot” was described as an enemy of 

human. 
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2.2.2 Frankenstein 

     Before “R.U.R”, the story had been already noted that science could produce 

something that it could not be controled like in Frankenstein (Lee McCauley, 2007).  

Frankenstein is a novel, “Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus” written by the English 

author Mary Shelly about the young science student, Victor Frankenstein who creates an ugly 

creature in an unethical scientific experiment. It was published in London in 1818.  The 

main character, Victor Frankenstein finds that his creation is horrifying after creating the 

creature, and he abandons it.  This finally leads to Victor's death at the conclusion.  Lee 

McCauley (2007) mentioned that Frankenstein gave the western people the fear that an 

artificial intelligence will turn against humans.  Only God can bring to life here.  

Frankenstein also implanted the thought something created by science will resist humans in 

later creators. 

 

3. The Inferiority Complex about the Western Science 

3.1 The Inferiority Complex in Japan 

     Japanese have strongly felt the inferiority complex about western science and 

technology, which accelerated Japanese acceptance to science including robots with little 

ethic debate.  One occurred during the transition from the Tokugawa to Meiji periods.  

Another one did after WW2.  The Japanese pursuit of advanced science and technology, 

including robots, has been always related to the growth of the national economy 

  

3.1.1 The Complex during the Transition from Tokugawa to Meiji 

     People during this period were afraid of Western science and technology, so they 

desired to pursuit them and accepted them.  In Japan, a very strict isolation policy was taken 

before American Commodore Perry landed in Japan in 1853.  After it happened, people 

knew how the Western science and technology was developed.  Naho Kitano (2007) 

mentioned that many leaders were aware of the threat of the West by seeing the loss of China 
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in the Opium War in 1839.  They felt the technology gap was so serious that they started to 

arm themselves and Japan in order to avoid becoming a “second China”.  In the result of it, 

Japan could defend itself against the colonialist powers of the West, and it also led to the 

grow of the Japanese economy.  Japan had the complex for the gap of Western technology 

and science, and the effort to purse them led to the growth of the economy.  Therefore, 

Japanese regarded technologies as profitable and didn’t debate about the ethics very much. 

 

3.1.2 The Complex after WW2 

     The victory of science, the atomic bomb in WW2 led to the devotion to science and 

technology in postwar Japan.  Japan was beaten by America in WW2.  At the end of the 

war, two atomic bombs were dropped on Japan just before unconditional surrender on 

October 15th 1945.  Two atomic bombs and American scientific capacity, therefore, are the 

large element that led to Japan’s surrender.  Jean-Marie Bouissou (2008) mentioned that the 

Japanese learnt that courage is powerless against science and they could regain their place in 

the world only by mastering science.  In fact, as Shigeru Nakayama noted (2006), the 

Science and Technology Agency was established in postwar, in 1956, and atomic power was 

researched as a national project in this institution.  Jean Bouissou (2008), moreover, said 

that science became the object of a veritable cult for the Japanese in postwar.  He brought 

up one of Osamu Tezuka’s manga, “Tetsuwan Atom (Astroboy)” as the typical example to 

explain this mentality.  The story is that the little nuclear-powered robot, Astroboy, rights 

wrongs all over the world.  It can be seen that the Japanese dreamed of future power, atomic 

power and they believed that it beats wrongs.  After WW2, the Japanese also had the 

complex for the science and technology.  

 

3.2 In the West 

     As for science and technology, western counties have their own historical developing 

processes and have positioned it as an enemy of human.  Naho Kitano (2007) gave us an 

example that the west regarded technology as an enemy, which is the Luddites of England.  
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Luddites is a member of the bands of English workers who destroyed machinery, especially 

in cotton and woolen mills.  They believed it was threatening their jobs.  It happened 

during the industrial revolution.  Western countries have possessed and developed scientific 

and technical capacity since long before, but they are afraid of it. 

 

4.  The difference of the Religions 

4.1 Animism in Japan 

     The acceptance of robots by Japanese is rooted in religion, Animism.  Animism is a 

component of the Shinto faith, which has existed since the prehistoric era and remains an 

influential part of the country’s culture.  Animism is the notion that all objects have a spirit, 

even man-made objects.  Naho Kitano (2007) mentioned that thanks to the belief of 

Animism, nature, such as the sun, the moon, mountains and artificial objects, such as robots 

could have their own spirits, or god.  At the first, Japanese people believed that nature and 

natural phenomena have gods and gave each of them the names of gods that are characterized.  

They are believed to have control over natural and human phenomena.  This belief later 

expanded to include artificial objects, so that spirits are thought to exist in all the articles and 

utensils of daily use, and it is believed that these sprits of daily-use tools are in harmony with 

human beings.  Moreover, even after the high-automatization and systematization of society, 

Japanese people believe in the existence of sprits in their everyday lives in an unvocal 

manner.  Therefore, it can be said that robots, an artificial object, could be believed to have 

spirits and is thus accepted in Japanese society. 

 

4.2 Jewish and Christianity in the West 

     In the West, creating life leads to the destruction of the creator due to the doctrine of 

Jew and Christianity. Therefore, creating humanoid robots is feared.  Rui Umezawa (2010) 

pointed out, Judeo-Christian monotheism also believes to the doctrine that only God can give 

life, a popular interpretation of Genesis in which there is only God in the beginning and all 

living things are His creations.  In Exodus, it is also said that idolatry is a sin.  Thus, any 

human who breathes life into an inanimate object is assuming the role of God and should get 
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punishments as a blasphemer.  Thereby, in science fictions, this usually comes as a betrayal 

by robots, such as the 1920 work R.U.R. created by Karel Čapek, and The Terminator movies.  

In the West, creating human-like robots is regarded as a blasphemy. 

 

5 Conclusion 

     It can be said that the early representations affected strongly on the present creator’s 

works in Japan and the West.  However, they couldn’t be spread and permeated widely 

without the inferiority complexes about science in Japan and the antipathy to science during 

the industrial revolution in the West.  Especially in Japan, science became the object of a 

veritable cult for the Japanese in postwar Japan, and the horrible scientific power, atomic 

power transformed itself into the energy of a humanoid robot, Astroboy, who rights wrongs.  

Nonetheless, it couldn’t explain why these scientific robots could be regarded as humans’ 

fellows and haven’t been done as just weapons.  If there were only the complex about 

science, it would have been needed only strength.  They didn’t need a mind or kindness.  

Moreover, it doesn’t explain why the Western people fear robots so much.  Therefore, I 

conclude that religions make Japanese accept robots and Western to reject robots.  As 

Japanese Animism, even artificial objects including robots can get spirits if people treat them 

well, and this still remains in Japan.  Therefore, Japanese treat robots well as their friends.  

On the other hand, in the West, Jews and Christians believe that in Exodus in the Bible, 

idolatry is a sin, so humans who breathe life into inanimate object’ should get punishments as 

a blasphemer.  Therefore, Western people fear robots and, in Western representations, 

robots protest humans or their creators if robots get a mind.  Of course, the inferiority 

complex accelerated the faith in science, but it happened about 50 years ago.  It was not 

enough to make a dynamic change in the way of thinking and living of people.  It is one of 

the elements, and the religions affected more strongly.  It can be said that the different 

relationships between robots with Japanese and with Westerners come from the difference of 

religions, and the inferiority complex for science and technology.  
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